
THE ESSAYISTS

The essayists on this list come from a variety of backgrounds and time periods in George Orwell is listed (or ranked) 1
on the list History's Greatest Essayists.

Nothing makes greater demand upon the " sheer wit " of an author than a char- acter sketch that consists only
of happy epigrams; and nothing of the same length in- all Elizabethan and Jacobean literature is more clever
than the first three paragraphs of Poor Relations. By the accident of , if for no other reason, Washington
Irving, Emerson, and Oliver Wendell Holmes are dis- qualified from running. For while there is much truth in
everj part of these two essays, the total impression that remains after seeing a good performance of one of
Shake- speare's tragedies is that they are fitted for presentation on the stage; and after reading many of the
comedies of the eighteenth century, one is forced to conclude that the dra- matists of that period did take
delight in shocking the ordinary views of morality. It described a process in which the writing spirit mattered
more than the finished composition. I like to bring information and the outside world into my essays but I
almost always begin with a short, personal anecdote that leads to something I need to qualify or quantify. It is
true I can, by a reluctant effort, rake up a parcel of half-for- 4 W. And not only are Lamb's essays in the main
current of what may be called the " literary essay," but precedence may fairly be claimed for them over any
other similar collection in English. His essays give in the bulk the impression of triviality, dilettantism,
diffuseness, even padding. In all but a very few essays like Reading Old Books, one misses the effect of
sunshine and blue sky, the effect, say, of such pieces as Lamb's Machery End and Captain Jackson. But just as
he was too versatile an essayist to conform to any particular mould, so in character writing he is too great an
adept to confine himself to any form or any particular mood. The Convalescent is an instance. Donald
Barthelme's "Not-Knowing" in Best American Essays is a funny and knowing examination of the dilemma of
postmodern writers. But the two writers are really contemporaries and should be judged as such. Brock has
this great advantage, that if one tires of the reading one may turn with pleasure to the pictures. Shared
knowledge is a necessity. My flat feet, so like my father's; Jewish feet Jewish feet?! Arnold Ben- nett, the
little, mean, kinks that sometimes tend to warp the most generous soul. I dredged up Charlie Chaplin's Tramp
at some point, and his iconic feet made an appearance too. The pieces just mentioned are all contained in
books of essays. To get a complete idea of Lamb the essayist, attention must not be centered entirely upon the
Elia collections. Professor Walker makes a distinction between " essays par excellence " and compositions on
scientific, philosophical, historical, or criti- cal subjects, which agree with the former, " only in being
comparatively short and in being more or less incomplete. The essayist, unlike the novelist, the poet, and the
playwright, must be content in his self-imposed role of second-class citizen. The impression of impromptu is
never gained from reading an essay by Stevenson. Lamb was an accom- plished essayist when England was at
death grips with Napoleon, but I recall only a single mention of Bona- parte's name in any of his writings. If
the column offers only opinion, the editorial offers only conviction, and thus gives the reader all the pleasure
of a belch without the meal. The Tragedies of Shakespeare was inspired by the inscription to Garrick in W.
One of the Fallacies that a de- formed person is a Lord was published as a separate piece under the title A
Popular Fallacy. On the Genius and Character of Hogarth was written quite frankly for the purpose of
combating the " vulgar notion " respecting the artist. Not for di- version simply do they write, but " to banish
vice and ig- norance out of the territories of Great Britain. William Gass on cyclists in Beijing: "Cyclists are
the street as water is the river.


